1829.

At the request of the Directors.

Attending you in further conference when you stated that the meeting proposed for this morning had been adjourned.

Attending you again when you stated your determination to resign in consequence of the proceedings of the Directors.

Attending you at the Mexican Mining Company.

Instructions for you to perform the duties of the Directors.
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Oct. 29
Attending you taking instructions for power of attorney for general management of your affairs
- 13.4

Drawing same for & copy thereof
- 1.6

Engrossing same
- 1.14

Paid for stamps
- 1.10

Attending to procure same
- 6.8

July 1832
Attending Messrs. Swaine, Stevens & Co. the Sale of the Angle Mexican Map as to the delivery of your Mathematical Instruments when they promised to see the secretary thereof
- 13.4

5th Writing to Mr. Benham informing him that I advanced his being the Secretary on the business
- 5

14th Writing to him in answer to his letter as to the Company having declined to give up the Instruments on the ground of there being a lien thereon & advising as to the course to be pursued
- 5

Aug. 1st Writing to Mr. Benham on his communicating that the Mexican Company still declined giving up the instruments in their possession & on his wish that we would look into the Books to satisfy ourselves whether they had a lien
- 13.4

Obtaining consideration the several Books & papers accordingly
- 2.2

Writing to Mr. Benham with our opinion thereon
- 5

Oct. 6th Attending Mr. Benham conferring with him on the business with the Mexican Company on his intention to communicate further with you before coming to any decision
- 13.4

£ 16.17.10